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Dear Friends,

This 2008 year is now approaching its end. Despite the rapid end of the purely
military phase of the Palestinian Conflict, the conflict is still raging, claiming too
many lives. We wish the Middle-East an active 2009 year focused on peace and
development, where hatred dissolves and harmony blooms.

To our readers, as always we would like to offer our best wishes for 2009 may your
* health be obvious (and need no discussion) * may your family relations be warm
* may your friends be loyal* may your enemies become * your friends (and those
who don't, get lost) * may your spam be filtered * may your Emails be answered *
may your papers get published * may your wisdom deserve the approval of  Confucius,
and your folly the praise of Erasmus * may your power get shared, your wealth be
free from greedand your poverty from envy * may we communicate fruitfully across
culture * sso that our horizons widenand reason replaces violence.

The Diplomatic Club Magazine is Israel's fast growing media magazine and media
platform. As events in the Middle East continue to hold center stage and the
world’s attention, the Magazine provides further and additional real-time English-
language coverage and supplements, with accurate in-depth, top-notch quality and
quantity than any other Israel-based media.

The Diplomatic Club Magazine requests the pleasure to publish opinions, discussions
and articles written by Ambassadors. We are looking forward to develop this idea.

The Diplomatic Club and myself wish you all a successful New Year.
Yours sincerely,

Julia Verdel
General Manager

And the Editorial Team

w w w . d i p l o m a c y − c l u b . c o m
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Gelukkige nuwe jaar
Gezuar Vitin e Ri
Kul 'am wa antum bikhair
Sheta Brikhta
Shuvo Nabo Barsho
Bloavezh Mat
"Chestita Nova Godina"
FELI ANY NOU
Xin Nian Kuai Le
Pace e Salute
Sretna Nova godina!
Stastny Novy rok
Godt Nyt
GELUKKIG NIEUWJAAR!
MELKAM ADDIS AMET YIHUNELIWO!
Onnellista Uutta Vuotta
Bonne Annee
Bo Nadal e Feliz Aninovo
Prosit Neujahr
GILOTSAVT AKHAL TSELS!
Kenourios Chronos
L'Shannah Tovah
Naye Varsha Ki Shubhkamanyen
(Cantonese) Sun Leen Fai Lok
Boldog Ooy Ayvet
Selamat Tahun Baru
Sal -e- no mobarak
Sanah Jadidah

Bliain nua fe mhaise dhuit
Felice anno nuovo
Akimashite Omedetto Gozaimasu
Saehae Bock Mani ba deu sei yo!
NEWROZ PIROZBE
Laimgo Jauno Gadu!
Laimingu Naujuju Metu
Srekjna Nova Godina
Tratry ny taona
Is-Sena t- Tajba
Godt Nytt
Masaganang Bayung Banua
Maligayang Bagong Taon
Szczesliwego Nowego Roku
Feliz Ano Novo
AN NOU FERICIT
S Novim Godom
Sretna nova godina
Subha Aluth Awrudhak Vewa
Stastny Novy rok
sre novo leto
Feliz Ano ~Nuevo
GOTT NYTT ! /Gott nytt
Sawadee Pee Mai
Yeni Yiliniz Kutlu Olsun
Shchastlyvoho Novoho Roku
Yangi Yil Bilan
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Dear Friends,

February is a busy month with lots of major festivals and events taking place in the 
world .

Saint Valentine's Day is an annual holiday held on February 14 celebrating love and 
affection The holiday is named after one or more early Christian martyrs named Valen-
tine and was established by Pope Gelasius I in 496 AD. It is traditionally a day on which 
lovers express their love for each other by presenting flowers, offering confectionery, 
and sending greeting cards (known as "valentines"). The holiday first became associated 
with romantic love in the circle of Geoffrey Chaucer in the High Middle Ages, when the 
tradition of courtly love flourished.

Modern Valentine's Day symbols include the heart-shaped outline, doves, and the figure 
of the winged Cupid. Since the 19th century, handwritten valentines have largely given 
way to mass-produced greeting cards

Metal Tiger energy in 2010 gives you more confidence and hope about getting what you 
want out of life! It's a short year (The Chinese New Year begins on February 14, 2010, 
and ends on February 2, 2011) and one that should be used to get your priorities and 
goals in order. 

Israel preparing to celebrate Purim on the beginning of March. Purim commemorates 
the survival of the Jewish people in Ancient Persia, from the threat of annihilation at 
the hand of the powerful and evil Haman, the "prime minister". Haman plotted to kill 
the Jews on the 13th of Adar, but his plan was foiled and he ended up being killed him-
self. As a consequence, the Jews celebrated the next day, the 14th of Adar. 

To celebrate the joyous holiday is reading  Megillat Ester (The Book of Esther) which 
tells the whole story of the events relating to the holiday, dressing up in costumes, giv-
ing  gifts to the poor (matanot l'evyonim), giving gifts to friends (mishloach manot) and 
having a large Purim feast (seudat purim)!

The Diplomatic Club is aiming to facilitate the integration of foreign diplomats in Is-
rael and internationally, and to promote worldwide ties and networking opportunities 
between members of the Diplomatic Corps and with the business, industry, hi-tech and 
other communities in Israel.

I am pleased to represent   the second edition of the Diplomatic Club Restaurant Guide 
as a service to the diplomatic corps. We too understand the difficulties of living in a 
foreign country and hope that this service will prove helpful to diplomatic staff and 
their families.

The Diplomatic Club will work harder than ever to bring the new financing benefits 
and improved ideas and services .We would like to draw the attention of our readers  
and remind our regular ones a special offers and rubrics that available on our site www.
diplomacy-club.com under the website : www.mall-on-line.com.

The Diplomatic Club will organizes social events, including seminars, exhibitions, fash-
ion shows, tennis and shooting tournaments, sightseeing tours, as well as other diverse 
activities.  

Welcome you all to The Diplomatic Club, Israel.

 
Sincerely yours,

Julia Verdel
General Manager

Diplomatic Club celebrating the International Women Day, 2001

S P E C I A L  P R I C E  F O R  D I P L O M A T S

EDITOR
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Ambassador Agnieszka Magdziak-Miszewska 
graciously welcomed this reporter to her beau-
tiful office at the Polish Embassy on Soutine 
Street in Tel Aviv. This is an especially satisfy-
ing moment for both countries, because Po-
land and Israel have just celebrated the 20th 
anniversary of the re-establishment of diplo-
matic relations between the two countries. 
The Ambassador chronicled the story of the 
extremely emotional and intimate relation-
ship between Poland and Israel. To begin, Po-
land voted for the establishment of the State 
of Israel at the United Nations in the “Par-
tition Vote”. For all the following years that 
Poland was part of the Soviet bloc, Poland for-
eign policy was only an “echo” of Soviet policy, 
and Poland was moved to break relations with 
Israel after the Six-Day War when the Soviet 
Union became rather hostile to Israel. Before 
the break of relations, exchanges of people 
was limited, although the Embassy was here, 
and there were only limited flights of Lot Air-
line to Poland. Bank Pekao was a presence in 
Israel, however. There had been an earlier ex-
odus of Jews from Communist Poland in 1957, 
when 90% of the Jews left, about 50,000, for 
Israel. In 1968, because of pressure from the 
Communist government there, another wave 
of Jews left, about 7,000, mostly for Western 
Europe and the U.S., among them a great 
number of artists, scientists and intelligentsia 
who were prominent in the culture. At that 
time there were about 7 daily newspapers in 
Polish in Israel, as well as many Polish restau-
rants and clubs in Tel Aviv. The Polish Com-
munist government at that time portrayed Is-
rael as the proxy for “American Imperialism”, 
claiming Arab countries as being its victim.

One of the first decisions after the creation 
of the non-Communist government of Po-
land was to re-establish relations with Israel. 

POLAND’s AmbAssADOr 
tO IsrAeL

Jeizy Buzek, now the President of the Euro-
pean Parliament. It was then that she began 
to visit Israel. In 2001 she was posted as 
Consul General in New York. After the post-
ing ended in 2005 she returned to the Prime 
Minister Chancellory and after one year was 
posted to Israel as Ambassador by the For-
eign Minister.

The trade level is still comparatively low be-
tween the countries, but growing well, by 
about 20% last year. Many Israeli investors in 
Poland work through branches in other coun-
tries, so much of the investment amounts 
cannot be seen in official figures. But , for 
example, companies such as Super Pharm, 
Cinema City, and Egged, among others, are 
visible in their chain stores and operations in 
Poland. Egged imports buses from Poland to 
Israel, and runs transportation lines between 
small cities in Poland. Polish contractors and 
engineers work in Israel in construction of 
Cinema City properties in Israel as well. And, 
for example, Rafael is building the Spike Mis-
sile systems in Poland. There are many and 
growing real estate investments throughout 
Poland. In addition, Israel ‘s giant Teva Phar-
maceuticals has plants in Poland. The Ambas-
sador described how Israeli companies are be-
coming more and more visible on the Polish 
Stock Exchange. This year Poland will be 
participating in the Globes conference, with 
the biggest Israeli investors in Poland asked to 
present their success stories in doing business 
there. Poland is probably the biggest market 
of the “new “ European countries, 38 million 
people, with great know-how in doing busi-
ness in former Soviet countries.

Last year Poland was the only European 
country to have growth of the middle-class, 
the Ambassador proudly pointed out. This, of 
course has helped to fuel the strong growth 
in the number of Poles travelling abroad. Po-
land is the fifth biggest source of numbers of 
tourists to Israel in the world, last year about 
150,000. The 30,000 Israeli tourists who 
come to Poland mainly visit sites from the 
Holocaust, and tourism promoters would like 
to expand the scope of tourism there. The 
Institute of Polish Culture in Asia House in 
Tel Aviv provides Polish tourist information. 
Polish Airline Lot has nightly flights to Po-
land, with flights to Cracow, in addition to 
Warsaw, El Al has flights only to Warsaw, and 
Arkia also flies to Katowice. Lot is currently 
working on building package trips to Poland.

The Ambassador recounted how the Embassy 
processes people in re-claiming or “re-con-
firming” their Polish citizenship through fam-
ily claims, as do Embassies throughout the 
world. About 16-18,000 people so far in Israel 

have re-claimed their citizenship through the 
Embassy here, and the number is growing. 
And also, the Embassy works with schools 
facilitating trips of Israeli students to Poland 
to the Holocaust sites, as well as a growing 
number of High School to High School trips 
for meetings. There are also “search” associa-
tions to reunite Polish citizens in Israel with 
their former cities and towns in Poland, to-
gether with citizens there, to commemorate 
those bonds . The Jewish cemeteries and 
former synagogues and so on in Poland are 
thus preserved correctly. The “search’ asso-
ciations in Israel are crucial to this project. In 
Poland, many Poles are re-discovering their 
Jewish roots in their family, and identification 
with Jewish religious and other institutions in 
Poland is growing. Jewish communal property 
from the past is being given back to Jewish 
communities now.

Ambassador Magdziak-Miszewska is mar-
ried to Edward Miszewski, whose profession 
is an artist armorer. He makes copies of the 
old Medieval and Renaissance armors, using 
the old metals, for museums as well as for cer-
emonial events for knights. The Ambassador 
has a daughter, Anna, who is getting married 
next year. Anna graduated from the Philoso-
phy Department of Warsaw University; her 
Masters Degree Thesis was on the Founding 
Ideas of the State of Israel: Bible and Zion-
ism. Anna currently works for the Auschwitz 
Foundation. Together with friends, Anna vis-
its Israel often, mainly during vacations. The 
Ambassador lives in Kfar Shmaryahu, and 
entertains often at her home and has many 
Israeli friends, in addition to Polish friends 
and friends among the diplomatic corps. The 
Ambassador enjoys touring Israel, appreciat-

ing the calmness of the Dead Sea, or going 
snorkeling at Eilat, in addition to many other 
trips to places of interest. With her husband 
she enjoys visiting Crusader sites, especially in 
the Akko area.

The Ambassador explained that Poland cel-
ebrates two main national holidays: Consti-
tution Day, on May 1, commemorating the 
the Polish Constitution, which was the first 
European Constitution, in 1791, and Novem-
ber 11, Independence Day . Constitution 
Day is celebrated in a more intimate set-
ting, at the Ambassador’s Residence, while 
Independence Day is the diplomatic formal 
reception.

There are two Polish guest houses in Jerusalem 
and a sizeable number of Polish priests and 
Franciscan clergy and the Ambassador tries 
to have contact with them. There is a Polish 
Honorary Consul in Jerusalem there will soon 
be a re-opening of the Honorary Consul in 
Haifa and plans to open another Honorary 
Consul somewhere else in the country. The 
Embassy, together with the Institute of Polish 
Culture, sends publicists, journalists and stu-
dents to Poland on study tours. The Assist-
ants of the Knesset Members and Polish Par-
liament Assistants have also travelled to each 
other’s countries.

As for the future development of Poland-Is-
rael relations, Ambassador Magdziak- Misze-
wska would like to see even greater real coop-
eration between the two civil societies, with 
the development of foundations, think tanks, 
universities, schools and greater professional 
bonds between the people . Even more im-
portant than legal agreements is the Polish- 
Israeli people-to-people contact.

By Neil Sandler

Just soon after re-establishing relations, the 
Polish government opened the Chopin Air-
port during nights, although usually closed, 
to allow nighttime flights of immigrants from 
the former Soviet Union. It was one of the 
first great episodes of close contact between 
Israeli and Polish officials. So , more than 
merely celebrating the 20th anniversary of 
re-establishment of diplomatic relations , 
the Ambassador says that this anniversary 
celebrates the first “real” relations between a 
democratic Poland and the State of Israel. Just 
after the opening of the Embassy, President 
Lech Walensa, who was also the founder of 
Solidarity, paid a visit to Israel. He addressed 
the Knesset, and spoke of the history of the 
Jews in Poland, the fate of the 3.5 million Pol-
ish Jews during the Holocaust in Poland, and 
subsequent history in the country. The first 
ten years of relations were spent building the 
legal infrastructure for relations, which was 
easy; and to build confidence and fight ste-
reotypes on both sides, which was not so easy. 
Ambassadors on both sides worked very hard 
through the years and Poland has proven to be 
one of the greatest friends of Israel.

For example, together with the Czech Re-
public and Romania, Poland tries to balance 
the EU attitude towards Israel and in regard 
to the Israel-Palestinian conflict, so as not 
to have a “one-sided view”. Poland was one 
of the countries to boycott the “Durban II” 
Conference, and to reject the “Goldstone 
Report”, and so on. The intelligence ser-
vices and military establishments have very 
close cooperation, not only to modernize 
the Polish Army but also because the Polish 
Military has been in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
making the cooperation especially crucial. 
The two countries have close cultural ties; 
last year was the Year of Polish Culture in 

Israel, and the Year of Israeli Culture in Po-
land. Poland and Israel are working closely 
together in the field of education; one mat-
ter is in overcoming stereotypes about the 
other country among the very young. There 
is close strategic dialogue between the coun-
tries’ Ministries of Interior, Defense and 
Foreign Affairs Ministries in not just bilat-
eral relations, but in broader issues as well. 
When PM Netanyahu visited Warsaw last 
January he said that Poland and Israel should 
upgrade their relations to the highest policy 
level. And at the end of this year there will be 
joint Cabinet sessions between Polish and Is-
raeli Ministers in Jerusalem to work on joint 
projects; the Ministers of the different Min-
istries will meet and agree and have a joint 
session to issue declarations on the signed 
agreements for projects that will be worked 
on together in the following two years in the 
realm of each Ministry. The areas include Re-
search and Development projects, education 
projects, medical research and so on. Poland 
will be the third European country Israel will 
have such Cabinet dialogue with, after Ger-
many and Italy. Poland currently maintains 
such high-level dialogue with France and 
Germany. So the Ambassador says that what 
has been achieved so far is almost a “miracle”. 
The biggest remaining challenge and task is 
to fulfill the legal framework and finish the 
excellent relations at the governmental level 
and raise people-to-people contacts.

The Ambassador has been posted here to 
Israel for more than 4 years, since just after 
the outbreak of the Second Lebanon War in 
Summer 2006. The Ambassador has been 
asked to stay at her posting until the second 
half of 2011 when Poland finishes the Presi-
dency of the European Union. The Ambas-
sador was not a career diplomat; she did not 
work in the diplomatic service before the 
Communist government, but was a member 
of the opposition. Before the Communist 
fall, the Ambassador worked for the Catho-
lic Monthly, which was half underground and 
half not. The Catholic Monthly was closely 
aligned to the the philosophy of Karol Woj-
tyla (Pope John Paul II), including reconcili-
ation with the Jewish People. Her editor-in-
chief, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, who became the 
first non-Communist Prime Minister , took 
his staff to work for the State, now that it 
was democratic. Her first posting through 
the Foreign Ministry was to Moscow, from 
1991-1995, beginning as Press Attache and 
ending as Deputy of the Mission. After that 
she returned to Poland and worked for the 
Center of Foreign Relations, a “think tank”. 
In 1998 she was asked to work as an advisor 
for Polish-Jewish relations by Prime Minister 

PEOPLEPEOPLE
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middle east: 
betWeeN reVOLUtION AND reFOrms

The symbols

Khaled Said, Muhammad Buazizi and Wael Gh-
neim. These young men had never met each other 
and by now two of them are dead, however their 
names will be forever conjoined, as the three of 
them became the symbols of the  "Arab spring" , 
the revolutionary tidal wave that recently hit the 
Middle East. Khaled Said, a  prominent blogger 
from Alexandria  was murdered by Egyptian police,  
Muhammad Buazizi, a resident of Tunisian city of 
Sidi Buzid had set himself on fire being unable to 
feed his family, while Wael Ghneim, Cairo born po-
litical activist and a head of Google MENA Mar-
keting division, disappeared  during the first days 
of demonstrations on Tahrir, and was released after 
11 days in detention. The three of them, young men 
in their twenties and thirties personify the massive 
waves of protest, the demands, the hopes and the 
desperation shared by millions of Egyptians, Tuni-
sians, Algerians , Yemenis, Bahrainis, Moroccans 
and others who decided to take their destinies into 
their own hands. Once I have seen a beautiful in-
scription on a house in Egypt. It said "I will patient, 
until my patience will not lose its patience". It cer-
tainly seems today that the whole region has lost its 
patience and is thirsty for change.

Revolution  making  

While it might seem that the revolutions in the 
Middle East erupted unexpectedly and were not 
predicted, was probably out of the region for a 
long time. Egypt, for instance, experienced 3000 
working strikes since 2004 and dozens of political 
demonstrations. The last one erupted following 
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We are all Khaled Said and Muhammad El-Baradei  
Facebook  groups for months and had tweeted all 
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and  Qaddafi himself blamed Al-Qa'eda and United 
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is still not over. Some regimes have fallen quickly, other still try to resist the unrest and mass demonstrations 
continue to rock the region from Yemen to Oman. Until now the Arab republics have proved to be more vul-
nerable to the spirit of revolution then monarchies; however the latter will also be obliged to give some kind 
of concessions and to introduce some reforms in order to survive. What next for Egypt, Tunisia, Libya and 
the rest of the Middle East?  The Egyptian Military Council had already set a short timetable for elections, 
which will probably not allow for newly based parties to establish themselves and to gain popularity. Some 
politicians question the ability of the army to handle these elections in such a short time (parliamentary elec-
tions in June and presidential elections in August, as some Egyptian sources say), however the military made 
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promised to hold elections until mid-July, however meanwhile the situation in the country remains unstable 
and no preparations for elections were made yet. The question is will the political system in these countries 
be ready in time for the elections? Will there be enough time for presidential candidates to introduce them-
selves to the public and to shape a political program? While Egypt is taking care of itself, which country fills 
the void in the Arab system until Cairo will regain strength and influence once again? Will be it Qatar, the 
only country which didn't experience demonstrations until now, the headquarter of AlJazeera, or perhaps 
Syria, which has long strived for hegemony in the Arab word?  What will become of the Arab League in the 
absence of strong Egyptian presence, how high will oil rates go if the crisis will continue for indefinite time? 
And, naturally, the one million dollar question – will the newly elected governments and presidents be able 
to perform and to answer the expectations of the Arab peoples who rebelled against brutality, incompetency 
and indifference of the old regimes? Everyone knows that it is far easier to destroy than to create, and today 
many of the countries in the Middle East will have to begin the hard work of creation from scratch. Only 
wide and deep reforms in education, economy, health, government and public sphere will guarantee success 
of the "Arab spring". 

By Ksenia Svetlova
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Five new Ambassadors from Chile,Bulgaria, Costa Rica, Ethiopia and 
Estonia submitted letters of Credence to the President of Israel Shimon 
Peres.The official ceremony of welcoming their entry into Israel as their 
countries' Ambassadors was held as usual at the President's residence.

President and Ambassadors discussed ways to strengthen the countries 
partnership in the areas of tourism development, technological, security 
and economic relations.

FIVe NeW 
AmbAssADOrs

Estonia Ambassador Tiina INTELMANN

Ethiopia Ambassador Mr. Helawe Yosef MENGISTU

Chile Ambassador Mr. Joaquin MONTES LAARAIN

Costa Rica Ambassador Mr. Rodrigo X.CARRERAS

Bulgaria Ambassador Mr.Yuri STERK
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A white building tucked into a residential 
neighborhood of this cosmopolitan city 
holds a treasure trove few here know about: 
the Arab region's only Jewish museum.

"To be frank, I didn't even know there was 
Jews of Moroccan origin," said high school 
student Sidi Ahmed, who visited the Mu-
seum of Moroccan Judaism of Casablanca 
with his class from the Western Sahara 
town of Dakhla.

"Thanks to this visit, I found out there 
were Moroccan Jews in Fez, in Meknes 
and in other cities" in Morocco, Ahmed 
added." I am happy to have learnt this."  
Founded in 1997, the Jewish museum as-
sembles a hodgepodge of objects - clothes, 
tools, and even a jeweler's studio - that 
attest to the rich history of the coun-
try's 2,000-year-old Jewish community.  
"It's the only Jewish museum in the Arab 
world," said museum curator Zhor Rehihil, 
a Moroccan civil servant who is Muslim.

Some 5,000 Jews live in Morocco to-
day - including 2,000 in Casablan-
ca, according to Rehihil's estimates.  
The school visits "show to Moroc-
cans that there are other Moroccans 
with other religious beliefs," she said.  
And the museum's philosophy?

"That the Jews of Morocco did not disap-
pear without a trace," says 76-year-old Si-
mon Levy, who has directed the museum 
since its creation.

He wants Morocco to acknowledge its Jew-
ish heritage in other ways - namely in histo-
ry textbooks, which he says is not currently 
the case.

Jewish museum assembles mixture of objects that attest to rich 
history of Morocco's 2,000-year-old Jewish community.

IN CAsAbLANCA, ONLy JeWIsh 
mUseUm IN ArAb WOrLD

"That means that for a Moroccan youngster 
today, a Jew is simply somebody who kills 
someone in Palestine, even if Jews have 
contributed enormously to this country," 
said Levy, a longtime political activist and 
fighter for Morocco's 1956 independence 
from France.

"I want this Moroccan youngster to know 
his country in its historic diversity," he said.

Present since antiquity, Morocco's once-vi-
brant Jewish community grew steadily over 
the years, bolstered by the arrival of Jews 
expelled from Spain by Catholic monarchs 
starting in 1492.

In the late 1940s, it counted some 
250,000 members, or 10 percent of the 
population of this North African country.  
But the numbers of Jews here have since 
dropped dramatically. A large major-
ity flocked to Israel after the founding of 
the Jewish state, in 1948. More followed 
after the 1967 Arab-Israeli six-day war.  
Still others headed for France, the United 
States and Canada.

The Jews who remain in Morocco still leave 
an imprint. Major cities have synagogues, 
including Casablanca, which has several 
along with two Jewish schools - which Mus-
lim as well as Jewish students attend.

Then there is the museum, which aims "to 
preserve Moroccan heritage in its totality," 
curator Rehihil said.

Museum director Levy also hopes that 
strides in Middle East peace talks may 
someday bring Morocco's Jewish diaspora 
back to their home country.

"Each time there's an improvement in the 
Middle East climate, a certain number of 
Moroccan Jews move back to Morocco," he 
said.

For curator Rehihil, the museum attests to 
the religious tolerance of her fellow Moroc-
cans.

"We need to end this pejorative image of 
Muslims who are not interested in others, 
who are not tolerant," she said.

Still, such sentiments are not universal. A po-
lice officer stands watch in front of the muse-
um - testament that this institution celebrat-
ing Jewish culture does not please everyone.  
The museum's website is http://casajewish-
museum.com/.
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The card is offered to clients of all the banks 
in Israel with no membership fees for the 
first 3 years, with no preconditions regard-
ing extant of use*. The card is also offered 
to your spouse, at the same conditions.

The card is a non issuing bank card, grant-
ing an added credit framework.

Gift – a high-quality leather passport cover 
(sent after first use). 

A 50% discount on foreign currency con-
version charges.

One billing per month for purchases over-
seas with no interest charge (credit cards 
are usually billed on a daily basis for over-
seas purchases).

Free entry to the Dan Lounge, the VIP 
Lounge at Terminal 3 of Ben Gurion Airport 
– with the presentation of the American 
Express Business card, one free entry per 
month, up to 12 entries per year (for those 
making purchases of 4,000 NIS or more in 
the month of entry).

Priority Pass card for 500 VIP lounges in 
airports around the world – free for the first 
year (value of benefit $99), each entry costs 
$27.

Global Assists – a 24-hour-a-day global 
lifestyle and concierge service, for those 
traveling or staying abroad, in a variety of 
fields: information on restaurants around 
the world, ordering tickets for culture and 
sport events around the world, information 
on business services around the world. The 
service is free of charge. Phone no. 1-800-
22-44-31.

2,200 American Express offices around the 
world –offering assistance & tourist serv-
ices, cash and traveler check withdrawal, 
emergency services and free replacement 
cards in the event of card loss or theft 

abroad (charges for such a service usually 
costs $150-$180).

Selects – an exclusive plan in which Ameri-
can Express clients enjoy discounts and 
benefits around the world. Before traveling 
abroad, we recommend you visit the Ameri-
can Express website at: www.americanex-
press.co.il.

The best benefit plan of its kind – Mem-
bership Rewards®: customers accumulat-
ing points for purchases made in Israel or 
abroad and have the points transferred to 
plans such as the El Al Frequent Flier plan 
as well as to new international partners: 
British Airways, KLM, Air France, Inter-
continental, Holiday Inn and Alitalia. The 
points can also be realized during vacations 
in Israel, vouchers that can be used in Is-
rael's leading retail chains, high-end restau-
rants and more.

Globalshop – a site purchasing leading 
American brands, available to American 
Express clients only! Using this site you 
can compare prices for products around 
the world, purchase them directly from 
shops in the U.S. and have your pur-
chases delivered directly to your home. 
Sign up for free at: www.americanexpress.
co.il/globalshop.

The Card is Offered to Clients of All Banks 
in Israel.

For further details and to order your card, 
call - 03-5622061/2 

* Except for platinum cards. – Approval 
of the card is subject to the approval of 
Poalim Express. – Billings shall be from 
a shekel account. – The card is for clients 
holding a bank account in Israel. – Poalim 
Express may alter the terms or the benefits 
described above from time to time with no 
advance notice. – Errors and omissions ac-
cepted.

THE DIPLOMATS CLUB AND AMERICAN 
EXPRESS ARE HAPPY TO PRESENT THE

AMERICAN EXPRESS BUSINESS GOLD CARD
THE CARD BEARS THE DIPLOMAT CLUB LOGO
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the New Luxurious 
boutique hotel – "tamarin"

The new luxurious boutique hotel, "Tamarin" includes indulging suites only; it 
was opened approximately one month ago and is located on a high ridge adja-
cent to Rosh Pina, providing a spectacular panoramic view to the Kineret sea, 
the Golan Mountains, Hula Valley and the Hermon mountain. The heart ex-
pands and the eyes are insatiable at the sight of this open view and clear moun-
tain air, viewed from every room in the compound. 

The hotel bathes in the magical, picturesque Galillian view and displays a spec-
tacular merge between romantic, country-side like construction with modern 
luxurious architecture. 

"Tamarin" hotel is built from galillian stone and old ancient coarse sand stone, 
specially imported from Jordan. 

The scent of unique dishes and delicacies made by the chef Esti Dolev fill the air 
and only increase the strength of this experience.

In the compound you will be served with an indulging galillian breakfast, includ-
ing a bread-basket (baked in the hotel kitchen) alongside homemade jam and 
butter, thinly-sliced fresh vegetable salad, labaneh cheese, olives, hard cheese 
from nearby dairies and of course a galillian-seasoned Shakshuka (Oriental sal-
ad) or omelet with sweet muesli. 

The compound also has a swimming pool with an advanced audio system and 
designer tan-beds, a large Jacuzzi fit for 7 people, spa, dry sauna, treatment 
rooms and relaxation spots with a view, a large lawn with trees and vegetation as 
well as romantic night illumination.

    Sahar Dinoor 
Manager

Tl: 054-3308897 Telefax: 077-3006312
info@tamarinhotel.co.il, www.tamarinhotel.co.il

Boutique Hotel
Tamarin
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A new revolutionary project, whose purpose is to change the basic 
thought of each of us and literally change the world is underway. The 
project is based upon a simple philosophical premise that was also prov-
en as scientifically true: anyone can be happy, if s/he wishes, and espe-
cially when provided with the right tools. 
The project was already launched and it is gradually spreading throughout the country by Israeli 
and South American experts alike. The project is headed by Enzo Agada Bau Goren, a 72 years 
old Argentinean Jewish engineer who made Alyiah to Israel 20 years ago. Bau Goren is an Israeli 
Aerospace Industries retiree who discovered, through exact sciences and research, that humor, 
laughter, positive thinking and optimistic attitude assist health, lessen pain, decrease the num-
ber of accidents and even have a positive effect on longevity.  

From the moment Bau Goren decided to launch the project, known as Happy People Associa-
tion ("Am Sameach") (in the last meeting Mr. Lenny Ravitz was elected as chairman, Dr. Lydia 
Amir was elected president and Mr. Enzo Agada was elected as CEO of the association), in Is-
rael, the results were immediate - and, naturally, positive. Thus far, some of the projects initiated 
by Enzo won several awards and citations in Israel and in Spanish speaking countries worldwide, 
for their contribution to assistance to the elderly and youth at risk. 

- Where did it all begin? 
The mayor of Yehud, Yossi Ben David, and the manager of the elderly day care center, Yehudit 
Sorek, were the first public figures that, following a conversation with Enzo, were convinced 
that humor was a "serious" matter. About five years ago they came up with an innovative project: 
a combination of community videos concentrated around the theme of happiness and psycho-
comedy practiced in the elderly day care center in the city. The project was based upon the work 
of genius Holocaust survivors such as Victor Frankel and Joseph Bau who used humor to survive. 

This was a preliminary pilot that succeeded beyond expectations and constituted the break-
through of Happy People Association in Israel. The minister of welfare, Yitzhak Herzog, and 
the supervisor of the consultation and rehabilitation of Holocaust survivors in Israel, Tammy 
Maroz, who heard about the project and the effect it had, decided to continue and implement 
it through funding provided by the state. Today, two additional pilots are carried out in Netanya 
and Rishon LeZion where close supervision and academic research is conducted, headed by Dr. 
Freda de Keyser from the Hebrew University. The pilots were exceptionally successful, success 
that was manifested in the third place that was awarded in the Eshel Prize 2010 to the work 
performed by the Happy People Association and Yehud elderly day care center. 

Since that moment, one event followed the next: the association of logotherapy in Israel decided 
to work jointly with Happy People Association and a pilot in Haifa, aimed at helping youth at 
risk, is now planned. Concurrently, Beit Issi Shapiro in Ra'anana employs humor during sessions 
conducted with persons with special needs.  

The work performed by Happy People Association has also reached the international Span-
ish speaking community. Recently, cooperation on the subject of humor began with Prof. René 
Knopoff from Maimonides University in the Argentinean capital Buenos Aires. Prof. Knopoff 
has teamed with researchers in the Hebrew University in Jerusalem and the actual implemen-
tation of the project is carried out with members of Happy People. Humor philosopher Jorge 
Barale, founder of  Argentinean HUMOR magazine and director Julian Krakov also take part in 
this project. Enzo Agada and psychologist Amalia Garbulswky will take part in organizing the 
fourth psycho-gerontology conference that will be held in Cuba on 26-28 October 2011, and they 
intend to meet their colleagues in Mexico, Cuba, Italy and Spain for that purpose. 

In 2002 Enzo carried out a pilot in the air force military base in Nevatim. Dr. Freda de Keyser 
found out in her research (a report is enclosed) a difference of 300% between those that were 
able to implement the techniques of humor that were taught and those that were not!!!

It is already known nowadays that stress causes accidents.

Today, after 27 years of experiments, research and trials, it seems that Happy People Association 
is in full force. In cooperation with The Manof Fund for Funding Activities for Prevention of 
Work Accidents in the National Insurance Institute of Israel, the national conference of the 

safety and hygiene supervisors in Israel will be 
held on 21/6/11 in Shefayim under the title: 

"Humor, safety and health"
Enzo Agada Bau Goren was capable to gather 
on his own a varied, multidisciplinary  and 
international team that gave this project an 
additional push. At present, notable members 
taking part in this project include Lenny Rav-
itz, Dr. Lydia Amir, Yochanan Weller - a sen-
ior film director, Amalia Garbulswky - a psy-
chologist, Mordechai Greenberg - a activist 
for social start-ups, and Miri Snir and Avivit 
Shaked - the hosts. 

"hAPPy PeOPLe" AssOCIAtION - 
gIVINg hAPPINess WIth JOy

It’s not the same without U

Different bank 
Different banking

U≠Bank is a banking and investment boutiqueÆ 
We invite you to enjoy a level of service and expertise in standards that can 
only be found with leading foreign bank Æ

www.u-bank.net
Please dial  μ ≤ ≥ ¥ ∏™
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“Have we met?” asked the wife with the ap-
parent appetite.
“A hundred calories. Easily.”
“Pardon me?”
“A hundred calories in that tiny canape you 
just ate. See the mayonnaise?“
“No.”
“Well it’s in there. Hidden calories. The 
worst kind.”
“Aren’t you eating anything?”
“No. I’m on The Diplomat’s Diet.”
“What’s that?”
“You haven’t heard about the DD? What 
Embassy did you say you were from?”
The woman mentioned a country known 
for its pastry.
“Well no wonder. No offence.”
“I take it you’re North American,” coun-
tered the spouse of the representative from 
a pastry-loving nation.
“How can you tell?”
“Because you are obsessed with diets. 
Wasn’t the Beverley Hills Diet invented 
somewhere in North America?”
Point. “Yes, but we also came up with The 
Diplomat’s Diet.”
“Well, what is it?“
“It’s an eating plan which allows you to at-
tend cocktail parties, lunch and dinner par-
ties, coffee mornings, bridge afternoons, 
school bake sales, women’s clubs bazaars 
even heavy breakfasts after fancy dress balls 
and STILL lose weight. And you can adjust 
it for your husband’s schedule too.”
“Does absolutely everyone know about this 
diet?”
“Everyone on the local cocktail circuit. Are 
you new?”
“Yes. Does it show?”
The diet guru wanted to be diplomatic. 
“Well, being new explains why you don’t 
know about it,” she said, diplomatically 
avoiding the question. “Look around. No-
tice anything unusual?”
The new wife put down her glass of wine, 
wiped the cocktail food off onto a serviette, 
and surveyed the reception hall. People 
were busy chatting. The guests continually 
shifted from one group to another in a syn-
chronized movement. Others stood alone 
looking lost. Men were exchanging business 
cards. It all seemed perfectly normal, tedi-

The Diplomat’s Diet
ous.
“I’m afraid I can’t see anything out of the 
ordinary.”
“Look again.”
Frustrated now, the wife glared around the 
room. Hired waiters carried heavy trays 
overloaded with cocktail snacks. The bar 
table was perfectly stocked as the bartend-
ers poured drinks into ice-filled glasses.
“Give up?”
“Wait a minute. Are those bartenders only 
serving soda water?”
“You’re getting warm.”
“Please! Tell me already!” Her patience was 
exhausted. She grabbed a low-cal crudite.
“OK, but first of all I should explain that 
The Diplomat’s Diet is not to be confused 
with the Home Leave Diet, the Christmas 
Diet or the Visitors Diet.”
“I have never heard of any of those. Are 
they published somewhere?”
“No, they are word of mouth.”
“If nothing is written down, then how does 
anyone know how to follow the diet? Are 
there special meal plans?”
“No.”
“Special foods to eat?”
“No.”
“Are there no foods on this diet at all?”
“Bingo! You simply don’t eat at all at parties! 
Or drink! That’s The Diplomat’s Diet. You 
stay entirely neutral by favouring neither 
food nor drink. Isn’t it brilliant?”
The wife with the appetite tried to digest 
this information. Was nobody eating? Or 
drinking? Could people actually attend a 
mind-numbing official function without 
feeling the need to stuff their face with 
booze and food?
Time dragged on. Conversation began to 
sound more forced if that was possible. 
Guests were starting to look at their watch-
es. They also began eyeing the waiters. A 
few people walked over to the bar and no-
ticeably ordered spirits, not soda.
The eating wife turned to her non-eating 
companion just in time to see her quietly 
pop something resembling food into her 
mouth.
“You’re eating! I saw you!”
“ – – – – ” came the response, garbled by the 
food in her mouth.

“What did you say?”
“I never claimed it actually worked,” she re-
peated, clearly now, taking a glass of wine 
from a wandering waiter with one hand and 
spearing a meat ball with her other.
“Excuse me?”
“All right already. I confess! I’ve gained 
five pounds since I started The Diplomat’s 
Diet!”
“Waiter?” both women called out in unison. 
They clearly had to make up for lost time. 
Just then, another diplomatic wife ambled 
over. She eyed the two woman in patroniz-
ing disgust.
“I’ve been watching you two. Do you know 
how many calories you ladies have just con-
sumed?” Wanting to be helpful, she said: 
“You know, there’s a great diet you should 
hear about...”
“ – – – – ” garbled the women.

THE DIPLOMATIC WIFE

making a home away from home

EST. 2011 TEL  AVIV

One diplomatic wife turned to another at a cocktail reception recently and commented that in case the second wife 
wasn’t aware of it, about a thousand calories in hors d’oeuvres had already slid down the woman’s throat. And that 
was without counting the empty calories in her glass of wine.

THE DIPLOMATIC WIFE

making a home away from home

EST. 2011 TEL  AVIV

Daniella Lehavi is an Israeli designer who 
specializes in the design and manufacture of 
leather goods of extremely high quality. 

The brand's design style is committed to 
aesthetics with an emphasis on comfort 
and practicality, fine finish and attention to 
detail.

All the bags and shoes are handmade in Is-
rael, as limited editions, and maintain inter-
national standards of quality control.

 This season Estée Lauder offers three ways to achieve daringly full, lavishly lifted lashes 
without the clumping or spiking normally associated with volumizing mascaras; Sumptuous 
Bold Volume™ Lifting Mascara in Black, New, Limited Edition Sumptuous Bold Volume™ 
Lifting Mascara in Bold Black, and Sumptuous Bold Volume™ Waterproof Mascara in Black 
and Brown. 

Sumptuous Bold Volume™ Lifting Mascara: Estée Lauder’s Bold Volume™ patent-pending 
mousse-like formula contains a calculated blend of light-weight gels, polymers, waxes and 
pigments to lift and plump even sparse lashes into big, lush lashes that are all lightness and 
flirtatious curl without clumping. Micro-Lock fibers interlock and stack together on the 
lashes as the product is applied to create a pillow-like cushion around each lash. Enveloping 
each lash in the cushiony, mousse-like formula, these unique fibers fill in even the sparest 
of lashes and deliver glamorously rich volume and lift. Adding to the impact, the fibers are 
blended with gripping Tack-Flex polymers to quickly coat lashes from root to tip, keeping 
them light and lifted while exaggerating volume. Sumptuous Bold Volume™ Lifting Mas-
cara also includes a specially designed BrushComber™ brush that wraps your entire lash in 
air-light volume for a 360° effect. 

H.Stern launched concept - Jewelry in-
spired by film "Alice in Wonderland".

Collection of sculpture-rings reflect fantas-
tic creatures from Tim Burton's film and 
includes a cat that shines in the dark. 

The impressive creatures that form the sce-
nario of the Alice in Wonderland film were 
artistically sculptured gold and diamonds in 
an extraordinary collection developed by 
H.Stern in partnership with Disney.

Talking roses,colored mushrooms,a bird 
from the topiary garden, he Cheshire cat 
and the even the Jabberwocky dragon were 
the elements chosen by the Jeweler's crea-
tive team,after yet another challenging re-
quest from Roberto Stern:"do something 
that's outstanding".
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LEGENDARY OPERA SINGER
One of the Three Tenors One performance in Israel

 

Accompanied by: The Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, IBA
Conducted by: David Jimenez & Arkady Berin. Soprano: Nataliya Kovaleva

 10.03.2011
 20:30

Yad Eliyahu, Tel Aviv

José
Carreras

מציגים

Sound and lighting: Eckstein

Special discounts for the Diplomatic Club only. Reservation on the website: www.diplomacy-club.com
or at the Diplomatic Club management by telephone 03-5622061/2 or mail: info@diplomacy-club.com

DEAR FRIENDS,

The Diplomatic Spouses Club (DSC) of Israel is an association of the spouses and partners of diplomats 
accredited to Israel. For over 20 years, one of the goals of the Club is to support local charities and each 
year since its inception the DSC has organized a fundraising event to help a well-regarded charity in Israel. 
This year we have chosen to support Beit Issie Shapiro. Beit Issie Shapiro, with its main center in Raanana, 
works on behalf of the intellectually disabled and is a respected charity that transcends barriers. 
To guarantee the success of tonight's event, the members of DSC have devoted a great deal of effort and 
time, giving back to the Israeli society as token of our appreciation of the wonderful hospitality we enjoy 
here.
I would like to thank all of the members of the Diplomatic Spouses Club for their hard work and dedication 
that made the success of tonight’s gala event possible. Thank you, my dear ladies, you are simply the best and 
it is a great honor for me to be your president. 
I would also like to thank Beit Issie Shapiro for its excellent cooperation. It is our honor to work with such 
organization as yours. 
And finally, from the bottom of my heart, I would like to thank to all of you dear members of diplomatic 
community in Israel and all our Israeli friends that are here tonight with us.  Your presence shows us a great 
sense of solidarity and of community. I sincerely hope you will be the driving forces of the 21st century.
The night is young, let’s enjoy it, let’s enjoy the wonderful world of musical. 

Ana Sovič (Slovenia)
President
Diplomatic Spouses Club Israel

THE DIPLOMATIC WIFE
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The Diplomatic Spouses Club celebrated the  
International Women Day at Beit Issie Shapiro.

Educational & Therapeutic Services

Beit Issie Shapiro is a pioneer organization, whose 
innovative therapies are used as a model throughout 
Israel. Our dedicated professional team cares for 
each child individually, while reaching out and sup-
porting families in an atmosphere of warmth, love 
and respect. 

Therapeutic daycare:
• Early Intervention Centers -R’anana, Kalansua 
• Special Education School
  Outpatient services:
• Community Child Development Center 
• Snoezelen (Controlled Multi-Sensory Therapy)    
  Center 
• Dental Clinic 
• Hydrotherapy Center 
• Sport and Recreation Center 
• Family Therapy Center 
• Dual Diagnosis Center 
• Social Club for Adults with Intellectual Disabilities

THE ISSIE SHAPIRO CENTER:

10% 
DISCOUNT FOR DIPLOMATS
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IsraelI Car loans for foreIgn natIonals  
faCt or fICtIon?

AN EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM FOR

Q UA LI T Y          EX P ERT I S E         LU X U RY 

Foreign Service Professionals
Diplomatic Automobile Sales

Let’s face it. 
Driving your own car gives you flexibility and 

freedom to come and go as you please. 

But if you are living abroad can you get an auto 
loan if you are not a Israeli Citizen? 

The answer is: yes, you can. 

Drive into the Sunset - Soon you will be driving your 
own car to wherever the ISRAEL roads take you! 

Feel free to contact Diplomatic Club for more 
information on how we help!

tel: 03-5622061
or visit our site: www.diplomacy-club.com


